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Report on first year of  work in Prudhoe 

May 2019 – March 2020 

 

Headlines:  

• Made 257 contacts with 170 different young people via detached and centre 

based session. 

• We have also made contact with many more young people via other activities 

such as school assemblies, Christmas light switch on and community days. 

• 126 people completed survey about their needs and hopes for PYP. 

• Carried out 81 sessions for young people from town council funding. 

• We had 6 trips over the year including ice skating, Farne Islands, Kielder and 

St. Mary’s lighthouse.  

• Provided food for young people in every centre based session and trip 

Summary:  

 

Number of contacts 257 

Number of individuals  170 

Number of detached session s 62 

Number of centre based drop ins 19 

Trips and activities 6   -  38 young people attended 

New C card 14 

Repeat C card  17 



 

 

Detached Sessions : 

 

Our detached route includes us covering some of the key areas around Prudhoe. Our 

average route is: Eastwoods Park, towards ‘the pipe’, up to Waterworld including 

behind the park area, down Front Street, around the glade, up to Highfield Park and 

down by the riverside. We also cover some of the smaller side streets and alleyways 

including under the social club near to the taxi rank.  

• There have been 62 detached sessions carried out throughout the year. 

• A number of YP filled out our survey about their needs and hopes for PYP via 

detached and this was a helpful tool for us. 

• Most of our new contacts happened via detached work 

The information about conversations we have via detached is captured in our 

session reports as well as via the survey we carried out at the start of our work. A 

lot of the conversations have been about the lack things to do and places to go, as 

well as issues with friendships and general discussions about school. There was a 

large group we engaged with over the summer at Highfield Park who were 

passionate about getting a new skate park. There has also been an instance where a 

seemingly intoxicated man was shouting things from a far at a group of young 

people. The young people said this had happened to them before. As a result this 

was reported to police and we encouraged the young people to do this in the future 

if this was to happen again.  

 

Centre based session 

After listening to young people via detached and looking at the results of the survey 

one of the detached sessions moved to a centre based session in October 2019. This 

was particularly needed to support the need for sexual health support in young 

people. Over the full year 31 young people have accessed the drop-ins.  

Since the move to the Methodist Church the number of young people accessing the 

drop-ins has reduced. When we have spoken to young people about the session via 

detached work many aren’t keen on attending due to the church setting and a lot of 

the young people we previously engaged with in West Wylam won’t attend the 

church session due to the distance. We also noted that the lights in the reception of 

the church are on a timer so may be turning off part way through the session which 

could lead to young people walking past thinking that the church is closed. 

 At the end of March  we has 3-5 young people who are regularly attending the 

sessions. On a positive note however, this has meant we can provide more intensive 



support for the group and they are more positively engaged than the larger group 

had been. 

Over the year young people have engaged in a huge range of different activities 

including: 

• Exploring different cultures through Mexican Night and doing arts and crafts 

• Discussing stress, what causes it and how we can deal with it (and making 

very messy stress balls!) 

• Honouring Transgender Day of Remembrance, making biscuits and writing 

messages of support for young transgender people 

• Discussing violence against women and creating a poster pledging to not 

engage in violence or allow others to 

• Mindfulness colouring to relax after the stresses of the school week 

• Looking at ways we can be kind to others 

• Looking at experiences with bullying, how this has impacted them and others 

• International Women’s Day activities 

 

Other activities 

In addition to the detached sessions and centre based sessions we have been 

involved in a wide range of other activities including: Summer and Christmas trips, 

Highfield Fest, Prudhoe Town Fair, school assemblies in the high and middle schools, 

Christmas light switch on and a community day at The East Centre. 

 

 

 

 

Summer Trips 2019 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Throughout the year we have had contact with a number of different agencies and 

organisations including: The Miners Lamp Café, Prudhoe Methodist Church, high and 

middle Schools, local police, Cygnus Counselling, Carers Northumberland, The East 

Centre, Prudhoe Youth Charity Shop, Stomping Ground Forest Schools and Tynedale 

Youth Form. 

It was intended that there would be a residential during this year however the time 

needed to build and maintain relationships to ensure the residential could run safely 

and effectively meant this did not happen. Nevertheless, as previously discussed we 

have carried out a number of successful trips over the year which young people 

thoroughly enjoyed.  

A logo competition also ran this year. We received a number of entries and the ideas 

were used to influence the new PYP logo. 

Sexual Health Support 

Through our detached work with young people and the completion of the survey we 

identified that there was a need for sexual health support for young people in the 

area. This lead to us making the C-Card scheme (free condoms and STI screenings 

for any young person aged 13-25) available to the young people attending sessions. 

In addition, young people can access C-Card repeats via detached. In addition to the 

C-Card schemes we have offered a range of advice, support and guidance for young 

people around issues such as potential pregnancies, safe sex practices, healthy 

relationships and body image. 

11 young people utilised the C-Card scheme for the first time over the year and 17 

repeats were given out. 4 young people were supported with STI screenings. 

Christmas Trip and Information Packs from Light Switch on 



 

 

Consultations with young people  

Both the paper based questionnaire and the online version have been complied here 

to give an overview of young people’s responses to the questions: 

79.3% of people believed there is not enough youth provision in Prudhoe and 90.2% of 

people believe a new youth project would be good for the area. There was no consensus of 

a particular day for opening but 3:30-7 is the most popular time slot on each day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most requested session types are an open access drop in and holiday trips and 

activities, as well as sexual health support. 



Young people have spoken to us about a wide range of issues which are important 

to them, including: 

• Young people feel there is nothing to do 

• Nowhere to have social time with shelter and toilets 

• Young people are being moved on for being in large groups in the town 

• Young people believe they are poorly percieved by adults – particularly 

getting blamed for things such as smashing bottles when they believe this to 

be adults 

• No cycle lanes in the town so not safe to ride their bikes 

• Needing support with mental health 

• Young people offered a range of other suggestions including needing job 

support, more spaces for young people and arts and crafts. A large group of 

around 30 young people spoke wanted a new skatepark and one young 

person wanted opportunities to work with women’s charities. 

• One group of young people had an idea for a volunteering reward scheme 

within the town which young people could access for discounts or rewards in 

local shops. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Breakdown of demographics of young people 

Gender Percentage (rounded) 

Male 63 

Female 35 

Gender fluid 3 

 

 

Postcode Percentage (rounded) 

NE46 2 

NE42 87 

NE43 5 

NE41 2 

NE40 2 

NE32 2 

 

Ethnicity Percentage (rounded) 

White British 96 

Other 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Age Percentage (rounded) 

18 8 

17 8 

16 8 

15 12 

14 20 

13 14 

12 18 

11 12 



 

Staffing 

 

Throughout the year has been consistent staffing for Prudhoe which ensures that 

the young people gain trust and respect with familiar faces.  

Delivery Staff are: 

Chesley Conlin 

Rebekkah Bennett 

Robson Steele 

Molly Winter 

Management Staff: 

Lynn Renwick and Sean Soulsby until December 

Ricky Murray and Denise Gilholme from December onwards 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Outcomes achieved 

Young carers advice 

 

We had been making contact with this young person regularly via our detached 

work. Through seeing this young person weekly and having conversations about 

school and home life we learned that this young person was a carer for her parent. 

This young person was supported with information about support available to her as 

she had not been identified as a carer in the past. She self-referred and was going 

through the process to put in more formal support for herself and her parent. This 

young person regularly attends our drop in sessions. We catch up every week and 

discuss how she is feeling.  

YP struggling at home 

 

This young person was particularly isolated and prior to attending the sessions didn’t 

have many friends in their local area. They now attend the drop in sessions weekly 

and have grown in confidence. They have had friendships flourish with the rest of 

the group both inside of and outside of the sessions. They catch up weekly with the 

workers and we are currently supporting them to look for employment. 

Potential Pregnancy and Mental Health Support 

 

This year we also supported a young person with carrying out a pregnancy test. The 

test was negative so this didn’t require pregnancy decision making support, however 

should this arise in the future Becca has completed training around this. Upon 

finishing the session this same YP expressed feelings around low mood and mental 

health. In line with CNE safeguarding procedures the on call manager was contacted 

and we made contact with the young person’s parent with their consent. Information 

was given regarding support available. This young person now has regular 

counselling sessions and continues to regularly engage with our drop-in sessions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Recommendations for next year 

Given the current situation with Covid-19 work is currently on hold until the crisis 

has ended. Young people still have the option to engage with online support and we 

have signposted to a range of different support available for young people and their 

families at this time. We are looking forward to recommencing work as soon as is 

possible.  

YP have already planned a lot of ideas for the centre based sessions during current 

sessions. Their mindmap can be seen below. 

 

YP are keen to have a base which is solely for their use which they can have ownership over 

in terms of decorations etc. We believe this will be a good way to draw new YP in. 

We have discussed the potential for a launch night for the indoor sessions which young 

people and their families could attend to meet staff and see the new space. The young 

people really enjoyed cooking and preparing food but due to limited equipment at the 

Methodist church this has not been possible recently. It would be good to explore solutions 

to this. 

YP are keen to be involved further in the running of the project ie. by attending meetings 

and having their input included in decisions made. 

It would be a good idea to arrange new assemblies in school to make contact with the new 

cohorts of young people as well as to update them on what we can offer currently. 

Continue with centre based and detached sessions as well as holiday trips and activities to 

support YP as much as is possible. 


